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A Last Toehold in Europe 
The Making ofTurkish Thrace, 1912-1923 
Ryan Gingeras 
Our loss was a great one. We wimessed the cruelty of the 
cnemy and the brutal treatment meted out to us. Those 
days were sad indeed. But it is in sorrow, and not in joy, 
that nations learn their lessons for the fucure. 
- Ahmed Rıza Paşa 
March ı6, 1914, a ceremony was held in the Ottoman border town 
Edime. Ünce the capital of the Otcoman Empire, Edirne was reoc-
icdıby Ottoman troops in July 1913 after a ehree-moneh occupation 
~-Bulgarian forces. The ceremony that day, held just outside the city's 
4ltfenses:, marked ehe one-year anniversary of ehe main Bulgarian assauk 
1pon~E.dime's principle citadel. Aside from schoolchildren from the local 
:government school, few locals partook in the prayer services held during 
lhis cvcnt, according to British sources, Among those who spoke that day 
was Ahmed Rıza Paşa, commander of the Ottoman ınd Army Corps. 
Considering ehe suffering and sacrifices made by boeh the empire's 
ıldiers and the old capital's inhabitants, Ahmed Rıza underscored that 
u was important to remember this great defeat and draw lessons for the 
futurc. "We Ottomans," he explained, "conquered distant lands, but now 
thosc Who have been conquered are uniting to retake their lands seized 
6om them cencuries past." in lighc of the Ottoman reconquest of Ed-
ıC, thc citizens of ehe empire were obliged to fulfill an important duty. 
lnm.lJ..into the minds of your ehil dren, your relatives, and your friends," 
Ahmed Rıza commanded, "ehe semiment of vengeance for ehe blood of 
thosc martyrs that has ffowed on this spot." God willing, he added, this 
common sense of purpose would help the councry co "return once more 
IO thc glory offormer days." 1 
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Ahmed Rıza's words resonate scrongly in the evencs and sentim 
that defined the final years of the Ottoman Empire. The human coll 
accompanicd the terricorial losses was felt throughout the Otto 
lands as ehe em pire encered World War I. The governmenc of ehe Coı 
mittee of Union and Progress, which seized full concrol of the im 
administration following a coup injanuary 1913, appealed repeatcdly 
the nacion's pacriotism in creating whac it called a "stace-in-anns.· 1 
the war ended and ehe empire seemed destined co parcicion and cı · 
cion, officers and officials stili loyal co ehe Octoman state seethed>'ı\' 
revenge and ehe desire to overthrow and expel ali enemies responsiblc 
the empire's defeac. When ehe Turkish War oflndependence cond 
in the fail of 1922, Edirne and the province of Eastern Thrace would 
main firmly in Occoman (soon co be Turkish) hands.3 
Before 1912. Edirne served asa gateway becween the capital and 
wider imperial hincerland in ehe Balkans. Exaccly one hundred years 
in ehe aftermath of ehe Octoman Empire transformation inco ehe Turkiıfl 
Republic, ehe lands lying between ehe Maritsa River and ehe Bospho: 
are ali that remains of the empire's "European" holdings. Eascem ' 
is now an integral component of the Republic of Turkey (while odıcf 
former territories remain in foreign hands), which raises thc qucstion 
how it came co be induded wiehin ehe Turk.ish nation-state. Supcr6cia 
ehe answer secms obvious. Considering how this region becamc thc fual 
poinc of conffict involving ehe Occoman Em pire, Russia, and the cmpitt' 
Balkan neighbors, it seems incuitive thac war (in terms of ehe agrecmı 
chat it produces as well as its casualties) manufactured the demogr.ıp 
and political realicies thac led to Eastern Thrace's evencual inclusion İl. 
the Turkish Republic. Upon closer inspeccion ehe answer is not so simplr. 
This brief survey of the history of Eascern Thracc between 1912 
19ı.3 takes specific interesc in local politics and communal violcncc 
the region during this decade-long period of conffict. Warfare cc, · 
shaped ehe demographic, economic, and policical concours of Eastı 
Thrace during chis period of transition becween em pire and nation-: 
Armies advancing and rccreating across ehe Thracian plain finalized 
border ehat divides presenc-day Turkey from neighboring Greccc 
Bulgaria. The violence wreaked by ehese armies alsa helped co detcı · 
ehe social and ethnic character of ehe region by direccly and indi 
inscigating civilians co cake flighc and seek exile elscwhere. An even moıeı 
profound source of social and political change in Eascern Thrace was 
chreat and prospecc of violence and war. An intense and mulr.if.ıı 
regime of social, economic, and demographic reengineering, 1 
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ed by ehe Occoman government, lies ac the hearc of Eastern Thrace's 
ıution inco a modern-day Turk.ish province. Despite the collapse of 
ım:ın authority and the threat of Greek succession afi:er 19181 Easc-
Thrace's cransformation into a largdy Muslim and Turkish-speaking 
itory during World War 1 cemenced ehe region's national bonds co ehe 
of Anacolia. This particular aspect of the province's transformation 
not the resule of occupying or rampaging soldiers but of civilian of-
and securicy personnel tasked with ridding rhe region of supposed 
:es of sedition and rebellion. 
in thinking comparativdy of ehe "Turkification" of Eastern Thrace, 
iS imporcant to recognize ehat both local and external factors inspired 
m:ın population politics in this portion of ehe empire's periphery. 
ehe one hand, Istanbul's effom to alter Eastern Thrace's demographic 
dscapc were influenced by similarly uncompromising and often bru-
policics being enacced across the province's western border. it is clear 
the violcnce and displacement experienced by Muslims, Christians, 
Jews Üving across rhe Maritsa River in Western Thrace (as well as for-
r Ottoman subjects living further afield in Macedonia) particularly 
ıpacted ehe way in which Ottoman officials perceived ehe loyalties of 
pcoplcs stili residing within ehe empire's Turadan domain. On the 
hand, lstanbul (and later Ankara) employed certain measures 
poliaics in Eastern Thrace that were uniformly implemenced across 
:olia throughouc ehe war years. in regions across the em pire Ottoman 
Turkish officials particularly targeced Armenians, Orthodox Chris-
and specific groups of Muslim refugees (Albanians and Bosnians) 
mass n:moval and relocation. in this aspect of Eastern Thrace's history 
sec evidence of an empire-wide paranoia coward spedfically "problem-
• pcoplcs and groups. 
Whilc ehis chapter provides a very provincial view of Ottoman his-
• ehe significance of Eastern Thrace wiehin ehe making of modern 
is profound. Eastern Thrace, lirerally and figuratively, represented 
frondines of the CUP nation-making project. in Eastern Thrace we 
many of the ingredients that inspired ehe core of the CUP leadership 
cmbuk upon a radical plan of reconstruccing rural and urban Occo-
socicty for rhe sake of saving the empire. As a region rooced in the 
man struggle over retaining the Balkans, Eastern Thrace was at rhe 
ter of Ottoman geoscraccgic and security concerns as the em pire en-
thc twenciech ccntury. As a region riven with sectarian and echnic 
· 'ons, Thrace shared many of the social rifts that vexed CUP adminis-
n scddng to forge a unified nation. Perhaps of greatesc importance, 
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holding onto the lands of Edirne, one of the corncrstones of the 
man past, represented an existential imperative that imperial officcrs 
their republican successors were willing to fight for at ali costs. In 
ing Eastern Thracc, thcy used many of the methods, including mass 
portations, forced setclements, paramilitary violence, and conspi 
policics, that figured so prominently and universally in ehe transfuı 
tion of Anatolia into the Turkish nation-state. 
EASTERN THRACE AND 
THE WRITING OF PROVINCIAL WARTIME HISTORY 
in some regards the writing of provincial history ranks among thc m, 
conspicuous topics within T urkish historiography. While many c:lcmı 
of provincial social Turkish history may remain underdeveloped or 
explored (such as local labor movements, gender and ethnic srudics, 
well as provincial politics, co name a few), regional Turkish srudics 
especially strong in ehe case of the so-called Turkish National Movem 
(Milli Mücadele). A diverse array of studies on towns and regions 
as lstanbul, Konya, Trabzon, İzmir, İzmit, Antep. Zonguldak, and1 
sun may be found in established research libraries in North Am 
Europe, and Turkey.4 Although many of ehese ticles confinc thcmsd• 
to an exploration of the years between 1918 and 1912., events and · 
during or bcforc World War 1 ofcen are induded in ehe narrativc of.h, 
these select areas parcicipated in the Turkish War of lndepcndcncc 
ehe rise of Mustafa Kemal. Two particular works on Eastern Thracc 
cially reflect this trend in dealing wieh both the specific and broadcr 
torical conrext of the Turkish National Movemenc. Tevfik Bıyıldıoğlı 
Ihe National Jvfovement in Ihrace (Trakya'da Milli Jvlitdadele) proviı 
both a long introduction on the wars and political wrangling ehat dı 
Thrace before 1918 anda rigorous account of the figures, evcnts, 
ments, and movemencs that constituted the course of ehe Turkish 
of Independence in Thrace.5 An even more detailed, yet still expansi"4 
approach is found in V. Türkan Doğruöz's treatmenc of the history 
Kırkkilesi {now known as Kırklareli). While her study is largely res · 
to ehe history of ehis small border town between 1918 and 19ı.ı., 
nonetheless offcrs important insights into how events beforc and d · 
World War 1 shaped Kırklareli and Eastern Thrace at large.6 
Despite the attention and affection that scholars have shown t09ı' 
Eastern Thrace and othcr portions of contemporary Turkey during 
sem inal period, the general body of works dealingwith provincial hi: 
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Tw-key (panicularly those produced by Turkish-language scholars) has 
nurnbcr of shorrcomings and limitations. Provincial history in Turkey 
· by and largc the story of"Muslims and Turks." The protagonists 
this history arc ovenvhelmingly pro-Kemalist (or at the very least 
im Ottoman) officials, soldiers, incellcctuals, activists, and other 
,fes. Religious and eehnic "minorities," by contrast, tend to be trcated 
a sugporcing capacity and as groups {instead of as individuals). The 
ofTurkish-language scholarship on the provinces almost uniformly 
.ys Ottoman Chriscians during the Turkish War oflndependence 
wdl as World War 1) as ancagonists and promoters of violence and 
ities. Foreigners, be they diplomats, soldiers, missionaries or aid 
ırltcrs, in·the provincial context also tend to be depicted in an overcly 
;arive light as the promoters of partition and rebellion in what re-
. ,cd of ehe Ottoman Em pire. in keeping with the orehodoxies of Ke-
. , dissident views on Mustafa Kemal's National Movement (and 
somc degree the Committee of Union and Progress in general) are 
issivcly rcpresented as rcactionary or as the instruments of forcign 
•ersion. Ali in ali, while provincial accounts of ehe Turkish War ofln-
dencc may differ in terms of the local events and characcers featured 
in their respective narratives, these and other dogmas that typify thc 
ıting of regional histories in T urkey share virtually thc same narrative 
Turk.ey was a nation humbled by war and sedition in 1918. With the 
rcck landing at İzmir and the impending partition of what remained 
ehe Ottoman state, ehe nation's true heroes sprang into action, led by 
Kemal. Against ali odds, and at great cost, the soldiers, leaders, 
civUians loyal to Mustafa Kemal vanquished the nation's encmics and 
ed all antagonists, both foreign and domestic, who sought the em-
'sdcmisc. 
One last crucial, but implicit, premise is found in virtually ali of the 
· .cial srudies ofT urkey during World War I and the National Move-
L Whether dcaling with lstanbul, Antep, Aydın, Trabzon, or points 
·cwcen, the reader is left with no doubt as to the territorial integrity 
dıc lands ehat formed the nascent Turkish state. The trials and tribu-
that led to the indusion of Zonguldak, İzmir, Van, and Samsun 
Republic ofTurkey represent a nacural and just course of events; 
territory daimed by ehe National Movement is Turkish land cried 
Eastcrtı Thrace certainly is no exception to this implicit under-
. ıgofTurkey's formation. But key studies of Eastern Thrace offer 
ıiquc rwist to this thesis. in addition to surveying ehe events that 
.. u u 
marked Eastern Thrace's incorporation into thc Rcpublic of Tı 
scholars such as Tevfik Bıyıklıoğlu, V. Ttirkan Doğruöz, and Zekai Gı 
pay particular attcntion co pro-Ottoman/Turkish forccs in Grcck 
Bulgarian-occupicd Wcstcrn Thracc as wcll. Thc collcctivc 
found in ehe works of ehcsc scholars suggcscs ehat Bulgaria and G 
brutally denicd Turkey's just daim to Wcstern Thracc and that 
tafa Kemal's Nationalist governmcnt abandoncd the region co G 
rule very reluctancly wieh the signing of the Treaty of Lausannc in ,, 
Nevertheless, ehe hcroism of those fighters and activiscs who s 
defended ehe rights of Muslims in Wcstcrn Thracc deservcs, in thcir 
the atcencion and admiration of thosc who succeedcd in securing 
key's daim to Eascern Thracc. 
The vague irredentist ccndencies found wiehin ehe hiscori 
of wartimc Wescern and Eascern Thrace raise an imporcant qucsti 
Wcstcrn Thrace 's indusion in T urkey reprcscnts a dcfinitivc case of." 
denied or deferred, could we make similar assertions about oeher 
of the Ottoman realm not induded in the Republic ofTurkey? To 
another way, if Wcstern Thrace is narurally Turkish (but now Grcck 
circumstance), can wc makc the same case for Mosul, Solanika, Si 
or Batum? Moreover, if wc similarlyvisit the "councer-nationalist· 
that emerged during this period in Ottoman history, what malccs 
Van, Antep, or Edirne undeniably Turkish? 
More generalized scholarly scudies of the end of the Ottoman 
pire offer some intcresting answcrs and approaches to these qu · 
Comemporary works on ehe formation of modern eastcrn Anaı 
collectively posit ehat Turkish claims to this region are premised 
ninetcenth-cencury Otcoman efforts to consolidate control over 
long-ncglecced portion of ehe Octoman pcriphcry. ln thc afccnnıdı 
Mahmud Il's assertion of unicary rule over ehe empire the auconomy 
local notables and powerbrokers in the region (principally tribal c' · 
was whitcled down and gradually replaced by a rcgular burcaucracy 
military commanders. Ottoman administrators earncstly endea• 
throughout thc nincteenth century co sctcle tribcs and incorporatc 
dan leaders imo the ranks of thc statc. By ehe reign of Abdülhamid 
(1876-1909) Sunni Muslim factions in castern Anatolia (parti' 
select group ofKurdish tribcs) increasingly reccived greater support 
attention from the central governmenc in order co offset thc :ı ı 
rise of Armenian nationalist agitation. Escalating fears of Armeni:ın 
cession, coupled with the desire co accommodate large numbcrs of 
lim refugees and co secure "nacional" (Le., Muslim) cconomic im 
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led •to ehe mass removal and slaughter of largc numbers of 
and oehcr Christians during ehe course ofWorld War 1. The 
aıınihilation of ı:he empire's non-Muslim citizens in castern 
ia did not relicve Kurds from similar acts of governmental intcr-
and brutality. Ocroman administracors in ehe carly rwemicth 
hopcd to "civilize" and discipline both loyal and recalcitrant 
out of fcar thac ehey too could threaten thc imegrity of the scate 
to comparable policies of deportation and massacre).7 
espccially important factor in instituting iare nineteenth and 
twenticth ccntury Ottoman policies roward eastern Anatolia, in 
ırds of Michac:l Reynolds, was "a sober vision grounded in concrete 
itical rcasoning" about ehe empire's border with Russia.8 While 
:oman Empire did asscrt territorial claims over portions of the 
Caucasus (particularly Batum, Kars, and Ardahan) and didin-
and occupy portions of Azerbaijan during ehe waning months of 
War I, CUP stratcgists primarily hoped to solidify and reinforce 
frc's fu castern bordcr through managcrnent of the region's pop-
and thc crcation of"buffer states" that would insulate ehe Otto-
,ds from furure Russian invasions.' 
history ofEastcrn Thrace does bear sorne resemblance to evcncs 
mcnccs in castem Anatolia. Bctween 1912. and 19ı.3 Eastcrn Thrace 
bantcground bctwecn the Ottoman Empire and competing states 
irrcdcnrut dcsigns (Greece and Bulgarian). lstanbul had similar 
:ms toward restive elernents of Thrace's Chrisrian popularion and 
itandy sought to strengthen the political and economic standing 
i Mwlims in thc province. in ehe grand scheme of things geo-
ic prcrogativcs ( versus simply an uncompromising nationalist doc-
also lay at thc corc of CUP and early Kemalist policies in Easrern 
mroughout thc war ycars. 
in rclating the history of Eastern Thrace we rnust also remember 
ıiqucncss of ehis corner of thc iare Ottornan and early Turkish statc. 
ılishcd frontier delincating Eastern Anatolia from its neighbors 
Lecn in cxistcncc since ehe mid-si.xcecnth cenrury. The expericnces 
and rcbdlion along ehis borderland of ehe Ottoman state infused 
with the dcsire to retain this territory (and its peoplcs) and 
mı thc frontier into a hardcned, indelible border. The border that 
:d lhracc, by contrast, was newly imposed in ehe early twentiech 
. Bcfurc 1912. Thrace lay at the core {as opposed to ehe periphery) 
Ottoman statc. WhiJe the region certainly possessed "unruly" ele-
, Thr:ıc:c's population was fairly well integrated into the workings 
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of thc Ottoman statc and ics economy. ln oeher words Eastcrn 
was in no way "oricntal" in thc early twcntieth century. The Maritsa 
became ehe empire's wescernmosc periphery, which reprcsenccd a 
different kind of existential challenge for Ottoman (and latcr Tı 
administrators and officers alike. 
DEFINING EASTERN THRACE, 1903 TO 1913 
Ta appreciace the full evolucion of Thrace into a physically and 
cally parcicioned cerritory straddling three countries, we must fıcst 
survey the dcmographic diversity of the various districcs of this p 
at the mrn of the cenmry. Edirne's diversity mİrrored the confcssi 
linguiscic, and ethnic trends of the southern Balkans as a wholc. 'ı' 
İt is difficulc to asccrtain the numeric proportions fully, İt is clcar 
five consticuene groups defined the sociopolieical cukure of the prO\'. 
Muslims, Greeks, Bulgarians, Armenians, and Jews. Stacistical d:ua 
lecced in the Oetoman census of 1906'7 demonstrace thae Muslirns 
a sizable majority across Thrace ( induding both the eastern and 
em halves). in five of the six counties (Edirne, Gümükine, Ded 
Tekirdağ, and Kırıkkilise) in the province Muslims conscimced ehe 
majority of the population. 10 Nevertheless, the overwhelming siıc o(ı 
Greek, Bulgarian, Armenian, and Jewish communities found xross 
region fundamentally undermines any daim thac Thracc was an 
"Muslim" province.11 
Muslims and non-Muslims cannot easily be described along 
vocacional lines. Anecdocal evidence suggcscs thac each of the group,s 
lincd above numbered among the province's peasamry. Muslims, G 
Armenians, Bulgarians, and Jews could alsa be found among the 
Thrace's administracors, merchants, and landowners. 
The Russo-Occoman War of 1877-78 set ehe tone for the modem 
cory of Thrace. With thc collapse of Ottoman forces along the E 
Russian croops scormed eastward along Thrace's central plain. Al 
ehe Occoman capiculation at San Seefano in March 1878 prı 
Russian occupation of ehe capical, the ensuing peace treaties (bodı 
Scefano and Berlin) transformed Thrace from a province within dıc 
toman heardand into the empire's westernmose border. 
The establishment ofa disaffecced Bulgarian scate allied wieh 
jusc north oflhrace (and wiehin easy reach of lstanbul) müiwiud 
adminiscration, and ehe culture, of the region. Although ehe p 
possessed a long and storied milieary hiscory, Bulgaria's secession 
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14.10ttoman Population Statistics for the Vilayet of Edirne, 1914 
MUSLIMS GREEKS ARMENIANS 8ULGARIANS jEWS TOTAL 
153,893 103,258 4,899 36,783 15,534 314,367 
239,870 21,545 493 28,614 1.290 291,812 
78,338 70,501 149 29,736 1,699 180,423 
43,735 27.573 456 16.923 326 89,013 
76,813 53.427 19.014 5.746 2.654 157.654 
25,955 64,604 1,133 1,674 2,336 95.702 
618,604 340,908 26,144 119,476 23,839 1,128.971 
ıpirc, coupled with the mounting influence of Greek nationalism 
lentism, scrained lhrace's various confessional and ethnic com-
• 11 
ıes. 
ng the emblematic events signaling a dramacic turn in commu· 
·,ons ıin lhrace was the outbreak of the so-called ilinden Uprising 
summer of 1903. Although the main ehrust of thc rebellion was 
confined to the nearby province of Manastır, lhrace was the scene 
aric attacks by bands of fighters organizcd by the Macedonian 
tionary Organization (ofi:en referred co as the IMR0).13 As an 
iıadon sceking to liberate boeh Macedonia and lhrace from Octo-
nılc and stem the tide of Greek inAuence in the region, the IMRO's 
· that summer targeted Muslims and Greek Orthodox civilians 
,us comers of Thrace ( most nocably in Dedeağaç and Kırkkilesi) .14 
.unal violence becween Bulgarian and Greek Orthodox Christians 
ucd to escalate despite the failure of the IMRO's ilinden offen· 
·• districts in thc neighboring Macedonian provinces of Solanika 
~. violence between rival guerrilla bands persisced in Thrace 
ıthcr four years. 15 After ilinden thc intercommunal violence that 
the years bctwecn 1903 and 1908 resulted in more than just 
dcsttuction. Sectarian violence in Thracc and neighboring 
ınia also led to ehe displacement of tcns of chousands from cheir 
The ffight of ehousands of Exarchisc Christians from Thrace and 
ınia to Bulgaria coincided wieh similarly steady flow of Muslim 
ftecing Bulgaria (particularly in ehe afi:ermath of Bulgaria's decla· 
ofindcpendence in 1908).16 
Young Turk Revolution ofJuly 1908 appeared to bring somc calm 
's scctarian tensions. 17 Within a few months of the reinstate-
of ehe consticution CUP loyaliscs assumed a position of dominance 
within the region's administration and the upper ranks of thc 
corps. 18 Thrace soon became ehe home of several of the most proııı" 
figures assodated with the Committee of Union and Progress, suda 
Mehmed Talat and Hacı Adil. 19 The elections of 1908 and 1911 wı 
further entrench the CUP's deep roots in the region. Neverehdess, 
cording to British repom from both before and after World War 1, 
CUP's hold over Thrace did not pass completdy uncontested. 
later organized under the auspices of the İtilaf Fırkası (Entente 
manifested itsdf among some members of the alayı (nonacadcmy) 
ficers as well as dements of the ulema and the local gentry.20 Tensi 
between the CUP and ehe Entente Parcy, for example, led to violencc 
the environs of Güm ilkine before 1912. Local authorities, however, inı 
vened on behalf of individuals purporcedly assaulted by membcrs of 
CUP in Gümülcine. The attack did not dissuade voters from clecting 
E . h ı· 21 ntente representatıve to t e par ıament. 
As in the rest of ehe Ouoman Balkans, ehe oucbreak of war in · 
vember 1911 shattered ehe sociopolitical order of the province of 
Reports from the German consulate in Tekirdağ (Rodosto) providc 
insighcs into the devastating effect that the Bulgarian advance would 
upon previously tranquil and prosperous portions of the region. Aficr. 
brief clash oucside of town ( which included apparencly indiscrim' 
shdling from Ottoman cruisers stationed in the Sea of Marmara) B 
ian troops entered the cicy with litcle resistance from the population. 
commanding officer of the Bulgarian occupation wasted little time in· 
posing rigid control over the administration of the town.22 An O 
counterattack, coinciding with the outbreak of the Second Balkan 
evicted the Bulgarians eight months later. Violent acts of retribution 
lowed the reimposition of Ottoman rule over Tekirdağ. Muslim 
driven from their homes in both Thrace and Macedonia targetcd 
Christians, including both Greek Orthodox Chriscians and Arm 
Ottoman administrators openly accused local Chriscians of scizing 
propercy of expellcd Muslims in connivance with the Bulgarian 
tion. Thousands ofTekirdağ's Christian residencs (including nativc 
garians, Greeks, and Armenians) were forced to flee for their livcs." 
Examples of violence and mass displacement of civilians (both 
lims and non-Muslims) abound throughout lhrace during the coW'St 
the Balkan Wars. Foreign and Üttoman observers noted atrocitics 
mitted by Bulgarian, and Serb, troops in multiple corners of ehe 
ince.24 Even with the parcicion ofThrace into eastern and westcm 
repeated acts ofBulgarian oppression continued to impact ehe livcs 
percepcions of rhose who remained under Ottoman rule in 
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:c. Rcfugees from Western lhrace streamed into Ottoman territory 
aft.er the end of the Second Balkan War. Ottoman officials and offi-
wcrc no doubt aware of the mass arrests, beatings, thefu, and forced 
ian conversion of thc inhabitants of the former Onoman Turadan 
ofDedeağaç and Gümülcine.25 Further compounding Ottoman 
ions of the fallout of the war in lhrace wcre the accounts of ref-
ftceing portions of Grcek- and Serb-occupied Macedonia, whcre 
.y brutal acts of ethn ic cleansing occurred. 24 
lhc impact of the Balkan War upon both the Ottoman state and 
cannot be exaggerated. Even with the return of Edirne ro Otto· 
rulc, ehe loss of Macedonia and Albania's declaration of indepen~ 
:c woundcd the CUP leadership deeply and fundamentally altered 
P pcrceptions of thc empire asa statc and nation.:ı.7 The seemingly 
t ffow of Muslim rcfugces into the Eastern Thrace and Anatolia 
to perperuate the anguish of the conflict evcn after the outbreak 
~rld War 1. Occoman reports, particularly those recencly rccovered 
interior ministcr Talat Paşa's "lost papers," affirm that ehe total num-
of rcfugecs that arrivcd into what remained of the Ottoman Em pire 
.bcrcd in the hundreds of thousands.18 Talat Paşa's personal records 
ıer dcmonstratc the attcntion with which state authoricies counted, 
!cd, and carcd for these displaced Ottoman citizens.u 
Whilc the Treacy of Constantinople (September 1913) may have for-
lly uphCJd lstanbul's claims to Edirne and the easrern half of Thrace, 
-scatcd strategic and ideological prioricies compelled the inner circle 
CUP to remain on a war footing against Bulgaria and Grcece. Re-
lng Edime, in the words of Cemal Paşa, was key to the defense of 
ıbul and was thereforc "a life and dcath matter." ' 0 Yet maintaining 
man control over Edirne could not be suscained without thc rccon· 
and retencion of Western Thrace. As Cemal put it co his British 
ttrpart in the aftermath of the Balkan Wars, liberating the Muslims 
~cm Thrace ( who constiruted the majoricy of the region's popu la-
in Ccmal's cstimation) rcpresented a "sacred ducy."31 
Fcars ofa future conflict with Greece forced Bulgaria to conclude a 
ttcacy with Iscanbul following the Balkan Wars (an agrccment 
· inglanguagc that upheld a great deal of autonomy for Muslims in 
Thrace and thc possibilicy of furure Bulgarian land concessions 
~lhraceand the Rhodope mountains).32 Neverthdess, Bulgarian acts of 
·.on ı in Western Thrace compelled the CUP ro remain skeptical of 
a's promises. 33 
Fighring went on in Wcstern lhracc in spite of the peace signed 
en Bulgaria and ehe Üttoman Empire. With permission from 
minister of war Enver Paşa a cohort of trusced CUP paramilitary lı 
commanded by Süleyman Askeri and Kuşçubaşı Eşref formed an 
irregular croops in the hopes of concinuing the struggle against ehe 
pation ofThrace ehrough dandestine means such as raids and 
against Greek and Bulgarian milicary and civilian cargets during 
War 1 and ehe postarmistice era. The failed escablishment ofa" 
Republic ofWestern Thrace," and even ehe cooperation of some d 
of ehe Bulgarian military, did litcle to undo ehe Bulgarian admin" 
or halt ehe region's evencual transfer co Greek suzerainty.34 
Diplomacic maneuvering and armed subterfuge were not ehe 
means employed in the Ottoman struggle to reunite Thrace. The 
of the Balkan Wars and cheir afcermath inspired CUP administracors 
officers co cake direct, brutal, and radical action in order co maintain 
empire's last sliver of Balkan territory. The empire's leaders bdicvcd 
Eascern Thrace, as well as large swaehs of eastern Anatolia, could not 
held by force of arms alone: a successful defensc: of ehe empire could 
be undertaken with ehe transformation of Ottoman provincial socicıJ. 
TRANSFORMING EASTERN THRACE, 
1913 TO 1918 
The human roll of ehe Balkan Wars lefc Eastern Thracc: with litdc · 
and few resources to rebuild and rc:cover from the fighting. Wholc 
lages lying co the west of Iscanbul's main defenses along the Çatalca" 
were stili in ruins by the summerof 1914.3s Cholera remained ancnı 
problem in Eascern Thrace during and afcer the war.36 Edirne's 
mation inco a border cown neighboring hostile cerritory, couplcd 
the destruction wrought by ehe war, undermined tradc: and econı 
produccivity. Agriculcural activity scagnated as peasants slowly bcgan 
return to sowing thcir fıelds in ehe spring of 1914.37 Communal 
becween recurning Muslim refugees and local Christians who re 
in eheir homes throughout ehe war remained high in Gelibolu, Tc 
Edime, and Kırkkilesi.38 
Setding and accommodating the immensc: number of Muslim 
gees arguably represenced ehe greatest challenge confronting 
trators and inhabitants of Eastern Thrace.)9 The hundreds of tho 
of Muslim refugees who settled in or made eheir way ehrough 
Thrace becween 1913 and 1918 by no means formed a monoliehic 
Statistics and anecdoces gathered by Ottoman authorities, ind 
ehose found in the possession of Talat Paşa, suggesc that ehe majority 
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came from thc: Macedonian incerior. Oeher accounts also sug-
that a significant percencage of the displaced Muslims in Thracc: werc 
rcsidcnts forced to flee by ehe Bulgarian onslaughts of 1912 and 1913. 
rcfugecs numbering in ehe: thousands arrived from lands just across 
iulgarian frontier ... o 
ıy Macedonian refugees simply passed ehrough Thracc: (by foot, 
"llld ship) ıfor points farcher easr. One manifest of refugees departing 
ıika, fur example, suggests that many Macedonian evacuees hoped to 
.bark in lstanbul, while some planned eventually to settle in a host 
:oliaıı citics (including İzmir, Erzurum, Bursa, and clsewhere).41 
ir appc:ars, simply scayed or were forcibly setcled in Thrace by 
ıman authoritics. lnternal correspondence and Wescern consular re-
and news dispacches alsa emphasize ehe eehnic disparities among 
rcfugecs. Large numbers of refugees spoke Turkish. Mixed among 
Turkish refugces werc: especially large numbers of Albanians, Bos-
and Pomaks ... 2 
Whife displaced Muslims in Thrace and elsewhere no doubt experi-
povcrty in the afcermath of the conAict, the postwar plighc of ehcse 
es obscurcs ehe broad class dynamics found among this segment of 
society. In addition to merchams, bureaucrats, army officers, 
.crs, and professionals, a variety of culcivators (most notably of 
co) and pastoralists represented ehe bulk ofThrace's refugee pop-
... > it is alsa critical to note, as Erik]. Zürcher reminds us, that 
of ihe most powerful and influencial figures in the CUP numbered 
ehe displaced.,... Men of stature such as Talat, Hacı Adil, Faik 
ıran, and Emrullah Efendi should certainly be counted among 
hundrcds of ehousands who shared in the experience of displacemem 
ehewar. 
ehe ncw minister of the interior, Talat Paşa took a personal inter-
ehe rcfugee crisis gripping Thrace. in addicion to the data that he 
lly collected on ehe state of Muslim migrants in the region, he 
k at least one tour of ehe region once ehe fighting was over.4s 
pcrsonal involvemenc in setcling and caring for displaced Muslims 
:d precisely when ehe CUP, as boeh a party and a governing in-
. ın. began to contemplate ehe political, social, and economic im-
'ons of Anatolia's demographic complexity. Studies conducced 
ıt Dündar and Uğur Ümit Üngör convincingly demonstrate ehe 
to which ehe CUP investigated and analyzed ehe population 
·c of Ottoman Anacolia. Wieh the crafting of census daca, anehro-
. :al surveys, and maps ehe Young Turk regime clearly fashioned a 
j 
comprehensive framework with which to reengineer ehe dem 
makeup of the Anarolian (and to some degree Syrian) landscapc.4 
broader strategic objectives ouclined for Anarolia (particularly ehe 
ern borderlands) melded inro ehe already evolving demographic 
raking place in Thrace. From ehe closing scages of the Balkan Wars 
inro ehe final years ofWorld War l CUP administrators boeh deli 
took advantages of ehe shifi:ing tides of peoples and abrupcly conı · 
program offorced migration. 
CUP perceptions of the imperial economy figured prominenclyin 
parry's desire to reengineer ehe Ottoman Anatolian core of the stııte 
mographically. From the perspective of ehe CUP, "saving the statc• 
external and inrernal ehreats necessitated more invasive and protı · · 
policies in order to ensure ehe economic sovereignty of ehe empire. 
addition to such measures as addressing the national banking scctor 
inrernal trade, lstanbul milized ehe mass displacement and resettl 
oflarge segments of the population to reconfigure ehe cultural and 
character of the economy at boeh provincial and imperial levels. As 
bul entered World War 1, increasingly abundant amounts of "abandoı 
property" (emval-i metruke) belonging to dead, exiled, and em· 
non-Muslims allowed for ehe mass redistribution of wealeh into 
hands. Currenr scholarship suggests that this transfer of wealeh and· 
from non-Muslims and Muslims occurred boeh by accidenr and by 
sign. While the seemingly ceaseless ffow of Muslim refugees com: 
officials to seek out all available land and material for their resettl 
it is clear that the CUP government undertook ehe mass displac 
(and physical liquidation) of large portions of ehe Ottoman Chri 
citizenry wieh ehe inrention of permanencly transferring eri rical dcmı 
of the provincial and imperial economy inro the hands of Muslim 
preneurs and proprietors.47 
The sudden pullback ofBulgarian forces in mid-1913 precipitated 
equally cataclysmic departure of Bulgarian civilians from various co: 
of Eastern Thrace. Attacking Üttoman troops, as well returning re 
put thousands ofBulgarian inhabitants to füght as lstanbul resumcd 
trol over Tekirdağ and Kırkkilesi.48 Per ehe scipulations of ehe Trcaıy 
Constanrinople, boeh Bulgaria and the Ottoman Empire agreed'to 
exchange of populations along a fifi:een-kilometer buffer zone on cl 
side of ehe new border. Subsequent reports, however, suggest that 
Adil, governor of Edirne, used ehe opportunity complerely to evict 
em Thrace's Bulgarian population.49 By 1918 vircually no Bulgarians 
lefi: wiehin ehe confines of what remained of Ottoman Thrace. so 
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.bul and Aehens alsa contemplared a similar exchange of popu-
with ehe arrival of spring in 1914. Afi:er initially agreeing in prin-
both states officially abandoned any implemenration of the accord 
outbrcak ofWorld War 1. sı The lack ofa formal agreement did not 
Young Turk operatives in Eastern Thrace and Anatolia from 
a population transfer unilarerally. As early asJanuary 1914 an in-
consensus had been reached within the inner cirde of ehe CUP 
iP on the liquidation of non-Muslims along the Aegean coast.52 
'ıng consular dispatches from Edirne and Tekirdağ reported sys-
".c attaclcs upon Greek villages in Thrace and elsewhere by armed 
(as well as members of the provincial gendarmerie). Greeks along 
Sea of Marmara, as well in ehe environs of Vize, Malkara, and Kırk­
i, ~pcar to have been particularly affected.53 The implementation 
boycott of non-Muslim businesses and shops (a campaign clandes-
supported by the CUP) gave further imperus for Greeks to flee 
ugh British repom from that spring suggest that local Muslim 
:rs 1in Edime were less than cooperative in upholding the boy-
:).'4 From thc perspective of the German consul in Tekirdağ, the vio-
toward Greeks in the counrryside, as well as the streams of refugees 
· ıg from ehe port, gave the impression that "a real reign of terror 
anarch( 1pervaded ehe province. Local administrators, according to 
sources, pretended "not be aware of the scene unfolding across 
,rcgion."u 
A British observer writing from Edirne in March 1914 saw this cam-
as having a twofold object: 
it is dear that the government has recently adopted ehe policy of 
cstablishing in this Vilayet a population as far as possible purely 
Moslem. The object appears to be twofold. Firscly by the creation 
of an overwhelming Moslem majority of the population to nul-
Jify daims which might ultimately be put forward by any of the 
ncighbouring nations to this Vilayet on ethnological grounds, and 
ICCondly ehe securing of the lines of communication in any fu-
'1Ui'C military operations by the substitution ofa friendly Moslem 
·population for the Christian element whose hosrile disposition in 
thc cvent of war must have been a constant source of anxiety to a 
Tur.kish1Commander-in-Chiefin the past.56 
Whilcıthc mass flight of Greek citizens was never denied by ehe gov-
c, it docs not appear that the Committee of Union and Progress 
ever officially claimed responsibility for ehe disaster.51 An anide 
lished afcer the war in Tasvir-i Efkar posited chat most Greeks ldt 
Ottoman Em pire of eheir own volition in ehe hopes of joining ehe Gı 
army during and afcer ehe Balkan Wars.58 
As tens of ehousands of Ottoman Greeks escaped Eastem 
CUP administrators in ehe province assumed a similarly critical 
tive on many newly arriving Muslim refugees. A handful of Ottı 
and foreign repom suggest ehat ehe CUP imposed new constraints 
migrants arriving from ehe Balkans in advance of World War I'. , 
ehan allow displaced Muslims co sertle where they pleased (or 
space and resources were available), CUP security and lnterior Mini 
offidals took great pains co screen and relocate arriving individwk 
families in accordance wieh eheir eehnicity. Albanians arriving and li• 
in Eascern Thrace were among ehe principal groups to receive such 
tion. According to one British consular repon, Albanians living in Vi 
were subject ta deportation afcer a series ofincidents ofhighway " 
and livestock cheft. Officials eveneually extended ehe order to Ali 
living in ehe whole province of Edirne (including longtime rcsidttııs 
Restrictions on Albanian setclements grew even more stringent after 
outbreak of World War 1. By ı 9 ı 7 Albanians were categorically forbi 
from setcling in Edirne.60 Such prohibitions were not applied unifuı 
to ali "non-Turks." While similar wartime restrictions were placcdu 
newly arriving refugees from Bosnia, ehe Ottoman lnterior Min' 
sought aut Syrian Arabs and Anatolian Kurds (as well as Turks from 
ious points) to senle in Eastern Thrace.61 
The year 1915 represents ehe absolute height of ehe CUP's intı 
tionist policies in regard co Eastern Thrace's population. With thcBı · 
and French naval assault upon ehe Dardanelles Strait, which was 
followed by ehe landing of ehe Australian and Ncw Zealand Army 
upon the beaches of Gelibolu, a new wave of deportations of Grcck 
ians commenced in ehe province. lnitial orders sene in secret stip 
chat Greeks living in ehe environs of Gelibolu had ta be resettled 
soueh in ehe province of Karesi in locations situated "an hour from 
coast line."62 The numbers and locations of Greeks rargeted far 
tation grew over the next two years. Some Greeks, it appears, wcrc 
located ta ehe interior of ehe province of Edirne {such as Malkara 
Uzunköprü). Oehers were sene inland ineo Anatolia.63 Regardlessof 
final place of exile, Greeks left behind ehousands of abandoned h· 
and an uneold fartune in movable property and capital goods.6~ 
Forced deportations in Eastern Thrace coneinued even as ehe 
Gallipoli campaign began to wind down during ehe fall of 1915, in 
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r Armenians ehroughout ehe province of Edirne were officially 
cccd to prepare far deportation, with litcle time ta pack or make 
.ents for belongings left behind. it is ineeresting ta note, as Ray-
Kcvorkian documents, ehat the eviction of ehe vast majority of ehe 
· ıce's Arıncnian population occurred many monehs after lstanbul 
an cmpire-wide transfer of Armenians ta northern Syria (ehe 
c:rccprion being ehe Armenians of the Gelibolu peninsula, who were 
d alongside eheir Greek neighbors at ehe height of the Allied as-
).'s A variety offates befell ehe Armenians from Eastern Thrace afcer 
:Octobcr,dedaration. Many did indeed complete ehe erek ta ehe prov-
ofE>er Zor or perhaps were relocated at points along the way ( such as 
ı}.66 Others escaped westward across the border ta Bulgaria.67 Few, 
rctumed ta Eastern Thrace afcer ehe abrogation of ehe depor-
ordcrs in ehe fal) of 1918. The exact death toll (and ehe exact cause 
,) is impossible ta discern in the case of Armenians from Eastern 
:c. Ncvertheless, like ehe deported Greeks, Armenians left behind 
,ds ofhouses andan immense amount of personal wealeh.68 
ong Talat P:ışa's so-called lost papers, for example, no single doc-
ıt offcrs an estimate of Armenians deported from the province of 
(although iıncillary undated documents do reference ehe presence 
rtca Arınenians from Thrace residing outside of ehe province ). In 
casc of scttled Muslim migrants dwelling in the province Talat Paşa's 
provide statistical daca far ehe years between 19ıı. and 1914.69 But 
contain •no apparent breakdown of the ethnic makeup of Eascern 
's Muslim refugee population. The lack of documentation in boeh 
rcgards (as well wieh respecc ta oeher population movements in 
:rn 'Dırace} does not mean that such daca were not kepe or sought. 
Ottoman correspondence as well as Talat Paşa's own records sug-
dıat ehe lnrerior Ministry was sensitive in maintaining up-to-dace 
on ehe movement of various peoples. 70 
considering the coneext of World War 1 it is tempting to draw di-
parıllds bctween the policies and politics ehat defined how and why 
rians, Grccks, Albanians, and Armenians were evicted from East-
&cc. ıbch group, in ehe CUP's estimation, represented an elemen-
t to•the stability and security of the province of Edirne. Bulgaria's 
offcnsive and occupation of ehe region tainted not only native 
· .s.ln the minds ofboeh local Muslim inhabitants and CUP au-
cs in the capital the charge of collaboration with ehe empire's ene-
could also be extended to Greeks and Armenians.71 Suspicions ehat 
's nacive Greeks funded Greece's war against the Ottoman Empire 
~as thc prospect of Orthodox Christians ffeeing ehe region ta 
defecr to armies of the enemy) further fueled lstanbul's desire ro 
ish the province's Greek population. The supposed Albanian pı 
for theft and violence (an indictment commonly associated with 
Albanians both in their native environment and in exile) similarly 
demned this segment ofThrace's Muslim population to be removcd. "l 
The commonalities in the treatment of these groups should na< 
scure important exceptions and contradictions differentiating thcsc 
While the mass removal of Bulgarians appears to have taken place 
in the context of the Bulgarian armies' retreat ( and in somc respccts 
cause of the Treaty of Constantinople), the deportation ofGrccksı 
nians, and Albanians was a resule of direct CUP planning and c:xc:cuci 
Only part of this planning appears to have occurred locally (asa rcsuJt 
the attack on Gelibolu or asa result of the post-Balkan War ccıısi• 
in the case of Greeks and particularly Armenians much of the pi 
and implementation of the deportations appears to conform to 
undertaken in Ottoman Anatolia. Measurcd acts of rcrror and vio 
( committed by both regular and irregular elemen es of the gove 
were often eri rical features of the imposed exile of Armenians and Gı 
from Eastern Thrace. 
The most crucial question is what the CUP attcmpted ro 
through each of these acts of forced migration. The patterns and d 
of the various deportations ouclined above suggest that thc movı 
of peoples ( forced or otherwise) was not purely incidcnral co eithc:r 
Balkan Wars or the Great War. lstanbul's approach to the demo~y 
Easrern lhrace appears to be undeniably systemic. But to what cnd? 
On the one hand, it is clear that geostraccgic interests continucd 
figure prominencly in CUP policies toward Eastern Thrace. German ı 
ports from the latter years of the war illustrate lstanbul's hopc that 
ern and Western Thracc could be united following the end of the con! 
lhc premise of this unification, according to these reports, was rootcd 
the overwhelmingly Muslim character ofWestern lhrace.73 If we fol 
this logic along its narural course, the deportations helped to aı 
the size of Easrern Thrace's Muslim population and limit the prosı 
dangers posed by Grcek, Armenian, or Bulgarian resistance or disscnı 
theregion. 
On the other hand, Eastern Thrace, along wieh the rest of O 
Anacolia, was includcd in a grander CUP plan to refa.shion the Clllj • 
demography. Rcenginccring ehe sociopolitical makeup of ehe provi.nct· 
Edirne clearly cntailed breaking up strong or dense pockcts of"m· 
ties" (be they Muslim or non-Muslim) in the hopes of eliminating 
of scdition and rebcllion. Adding to the stress of reconfiguring the 
hyofEastern Thrace (as well as the empire at large) was ehe im-
e prcssure brought on by ehe arrival of refugees from ehe Balkans. 
too had to be sorted and rcsercled {again with an eye toward not 
·ng ccrtain refugces, such as Bosnians or Albanians, to congrcgace 
ıcr). 
Thcdccimation ofEastcrn lhracc's non-Muslim population compen-
for thc resettlement of Muslim migrants in rwo ways. Firsc, it madc 
and land available to Muslim refugees within a short distancc of 
point of cncry. Second, the CUP's ability to seize and redistribucc 
abandoned by non-Muslims provided a ready-made means for 
and employing displaced Muslims. The mass transfer of wealth 
commercial capability from non-Muslim to Muslim hands was also 
cpingwieh the corresponding goal of the CUP's general reengineer-
araccgy for Anacolia.1• Securing the empire's fumre was not simply a 
'· 'ıcal project but an economic experiment in social engineering. ünce 
that fonnerly had belonged to Christians was settled with Muslims, 
ul was confident that "a ncw culture of rrade" and enrrepreneur-
would takc root among irs seemingly more loyal and trustworthy 
·rucnts.7$ 
KEEPING EASTERN THRACE, 1919 TO 1923 
ıbul's capirulation in November 1918 greatly unsettled ehe politics 
territorial starus of Eastern Thrace. Within a maccer of wceks afi:er 
signing of the Mudros Armistice British and French officers arrived in 
ıprovincc in the hopcs oflaying thc groundwork for a larger occupa-
forcc that would guard over both the Turkish Srraits and intcrior 
:orics. During the course of peace discussions in Paris on the future 
Ottoman Empire, Greek prime minister Eleftherios Venizelos ad-
to the British govcrnment in early 1919 rhar Eastern Thrace, as 
as Istanbul, be sevcrcd from a fucure Ortoman state and reconsti-
as a separate independent entity under the administration of the 
ıcofNations.76 Members of the Bricish staffin Paris, in considering 
funırc of Thrace, interpreted Venizelos's position with some skepti-
Arnold Toynbee, in a report written along with his colleague Har-
icholson, suggested that thc war's victorious powers should allow 
to "cut the Gordian knot" and annex "European Turkey" except 
immediate interior of ehe Bosphorus and Dardanelles. 77 in Janu-
;ı919 Grcek troops entered Wescern Thrace, which prompcly resulted 
in a new wave of violence directed at ehe region's Bulgarian and Mı 
residents.' 8 in addirion ro ehe expulsion of ehousands of nativc 
ans, violence direcred toward Muslims living in Dedeağaç and .... 
cine resulted in a new oudlow of refugees into Eastern Thrace. 
British field repom from ehe winter and spring of 1919 offcr a 
tailed account of ehe internal dynamics and anxieties governing 
Thrace at war's end. Among ehe main issues confronting both locak 
foreign observers was ehe state of the region's returning Christians. 
trickle of exiled Greeks and Armenians arriving in ehe province lcd· 
new crisis in housing and resetclemenr. As in oeher corners of An; 
Iscanbul sanctioned ehe creation of "mixed commissions" taskcd 
rerurning confiscated properry (a process ehat achieved various 
of success).79 In spring ehe imperial government issued arrest w 
for several local officials responsible for ehe deportation of Annen' 
Nevertheless, according to British sources, ehe mayor (belediye reis) of 
ime, Şevket Bey, did arrempt to build stronger relations with thc Gı 
bishop of Edirne in ehe hopes of healing ehe wounds caused by thc 
portations and maintaining a spirit of political unity at ehis mo 
polirical uncerrainty.81 
Before appealing to ehe bishop of Edirne, Şevket had journc)'cd 
lsranbul in order to meet wieh noted CUP figures. His Novembcr 
ing, which occurred days following ehe flighr of Talat and othcr · 
pal Young Turk leaders, affirmed ehe creation ofa "popular organi 
[halk teşkilatı]" rasked with upholding the territorial sovereignry of 
ern Thrace.82 The formation of ehis CUP-led initiative provided thc 
organizational framework banding togeeher oeher Muslim norablcs li• 
in boeh halves ofThrace. As in other areas of what remained of ehe 
man Em pire after ı 9 ı 9 ehe emerging "national movement" in Eastcm 
Western Thrace drew upon a large collective of Muslim landlords, 
vincial officials, army officers, urban professionals, and local gen 
in ehe case of Eastern Thrace ehe Ottoman First Army Corps undcr 
command of Cafer Tayyar Paşa formed ehe backbone of ehis oppositi 
Meanwhile Western Thrace remained formally separate from ehe 
(despite appeals from ehe postwar imperial government), so ehe 
tine scruggle to liberate Dedeağaç and Gümülcine from Greek 
resumed under equally urgent circumstances. Under ehe dircctioı 
long-time paramilitary commander Fuat Balkan ( who had parti· · 
in Süleyman Askeri's 1913 campaign in ehe region) small bands ofi 
lar troops launched a modest guerrilla campaign against Greek posi 
throughout Western Thrace and portions of Macedonia.85 Iron' 
ıts of thc Bulgarian military (as well as portions of ehe IMRO) ac-
collaborated wieh this osrensibly Ortoman Muslim movemenr. u 
main•ehrust of Ottoman resistance efforts in Eastern Thrace 
:n January 1919 and August 19ıo came in ehe form of fi.ve mass 
hdd in ehe province of Edirne. Tevfik Bıyıklıoğlu and Zekai 
havc taken grcat pains to documenr ehe acrivities and pronounce-
of thcse congresses. Both of these scholars emphasize ehat ehe 
ıcnt to forestall a seemingly impendent Greece's invasion of East-
ıThracc rcmained an initiative direcred by remnants of ehe CUP, 
ite thc populist character of ehese meetings (boeh in terrns of eheir 
lccs and thc decisions made). Şevket Bey as well as oeher vereran 
ip officials staffed ehe chief body organizing antioccupation efforts, 
~rakya-Paşaeli Defense Committee. Alehough ehe committee's en-
bcgan wcll before (and perhaps independencly of) other "defense 
.ittccs" in ehe empire, it is clear ehat Şevket and oeher resistance 
izcrs coordinared closely wieh ehe principal officers and officials 
~ similar resistance dforts in ehe capital and the Anatolian in-
~. Mustafa Kemal himself took a personal inrerest in ehe resistance 
ıtics in Eastern Thrace as early as June 1919 (when he secrccly di-
Cafcr 'ıf ayyar to send rwo representatives to Anarolia in advance of 
.nurum Congress in lareJuly).87 
ikc othcr mass meetings held in Anatolia during ehe initial stages of 
,Turkish War of lndependence, ehe congresses held in Eastern Thrace 
only partially devored to ehe logistics of organizing a rnilitant 
:c against foreign occupation.88 The bulk of ehe dedarations issued 
:ctings held by the Trakya-Paşaeli Defense Commirree cenrered on 
thc rhccorical and legal foundation for ehe Ottoman Empire's re-
of1Eastcrn Thrace. Using Woodrow Wilson's Fourteen Points as 
ntial framework for its daims, ehe Trakya-Paşaeli Defense Com-
c vchc:ımcndy argued that "Muslims and Turks" constituted ehe 
.clming demographic majoriry of Easrern Thrace's population. 89 
:t and his compatriots did not deny the existence of non-Muslims 
within ehe confines of ehe province of Edirne or avoid mention-
c dcpamırc of large numbers of Bulgarians from Easrern Thrace 
dac Balkan Wars.90 Nevereheless, in addressing foreign audiences, 
mmittcc made it dear ehat Eastern Thrace could not be ceded to 
on national and demographic grounds.91 
tivists bascd in ehe province of Edirne also attempted toplaya sup-
rolc.in undermining the Greek occuparion ofWestern Thrace 
Trakya.ıPaşaeli Defense Committee, for example, issued statements 
on behalf of Muslims and to some degree Chriscian Bulgarians H · 
in the region).91 Nevertheless, thc struggle co liberate thc countics 
Dedeağaç and Gümülcine rcmained formally independent and •· · 
from the grander fight over the future of Anatolia and Eastern 
Following the model of thc 191} effort undertaken by Süleyman As! 
groups of local notables and former Ottoman officers endeavorcd1to 
tablish a separatist "republican" government in Western Thrace.'3 Mı 
while Muslim representatives to the Bulgarian parliament lobbicd 
as well as Western nations, for recognition of ehe Muslim and Bı 
Orthodox Christian character of thc region.94 With the crafiing of 
so-callcd National Pact (Mısak-ı Milli) Mustafa Kemal's nascent N: · 
alist government called for ehe creation ofa plebiscite to determine · 
em Thrace's political future (a demand that was similarly posed'in 
disputed districts ofBacum, Kars, and Ardahan).
95 
What is often fargocten in the rhetorical and diplomatic strugglc 
the political fumres of both Eastern and Western Thracc is the activity 
committees and individuals disassociated from or opposed to Mı 
Kemal's Nacional Movement. Among the most vocal and proactivc 
vocates for the establishment of a sovereign policy in Western 
was a longtime outspoken opponent to the CUP (as well the Narlı 
Forces), İbrahim Hakkı (Gümülcineli). In addicion to servingasan 
Nationalist governor of the province of Bursa during the Turkish War 
Independcnce, İsmail Hakkı remained a prominene figure in his hı 
town of Gümülcine in his aeeempts to mediate among Greece, thc 
tional Movement, and Wescern states.96 Although it would appcar 
his political loyalties wavered between ehe Nacionalist fighters undcr 
Balkan and the Greek occupation, the overall hiseorical record secms 
suggest that İsmail Hakkı did commit himself to escablishing an autoı 
mous political fumre far Westcrn Thrace {either as an independent: 
or asa region under Greek suzerainty).'7 
Equally overlooked or discredited by contemporary Turkish 
corians are the roles played by local and fareign advocates for 
incorporation into ehe Kingdom of Greece. While Tevfik Bıyılôıı 
emphasizes the degree to which Greek and "foreign" money and 
support contributed to the establishment of pro-Greek accivists in 
Western and Eastern Thrace, Bricish documentary evidence suggests 
local support for rule by Athens had a genuinely local character." Ont 
ehe most noted pro-Greek groups active during the course of the 1i 
ish War of Independence was ehe Confederation of Thrace ('Ih 
Syndesmos). As an organizacion led entirely by native Greek Oriliı 
---··-· ------·- ... -····r· 
ofEastern Thrace, the Confederacion ofThrace demanded the 
's indusion imo a greaeer Greece under the auspices of Wilson's 
:ccn Points ("which cveryone intcrprets according to his dcsircs 
s," as onc British officer quipped). Included in this dcmand for 
protcction and governancc was the stipulaeion that ali refugees be 
d to retum eo Eastern Thrace ( thereby, thc repon assumcs, boose-
cbc dcmographic basis for the confederation's pleas ). 99 
British diplomats and officials, it should be nored, alsa considcred 
creaıion of an indcpendenr state in Thrace. Despitc Toynbcc's inieial 
cndations in 1919, the Foreign Office suggested that an "inter-
scatc" in Thracc (which would include Edirne) was an optimal 
ırion bccause it would not result in the mass removal of Muslims 
h would cause "serious economic consequences") and would help 
thc pcace berwccn Greece and Bulgaria. Eastern Thrace would not 
ıdudcd in any fucurc Ottoman state, however, because it could not 
govcmcd from Turkey-in-Asia."100 But within a year of this proposed 
don Britain and France would concede eo Greek demands and allow 
s eo invadc what remained of Ottoman Thrace. 101 
When a Greek occupation farce finally entered Eastern Thracc in 
1910, Nationalist fighters loyal to Cafer Tayyar and the Trakya-
i Dcfcnse Commietce offered scant resiseance. 101 Berween 19ı.o 
1911 Grcck troops appear not co havc faced the kind of violent in-
ıcy that marked other occupied regions of Anatolia.103 Rulc under 
did certainly bring about a generalized pattern of oppression and 
that markcd Greek governance in Westcrn Thrace and Anacolia 
as bcatings, mass arrests, and thc enforced use of Greek flags and 
:)_I~ The arming oflocal Greeks in paramilitary formations (retes) 
thc purposes of maineaining order and threatening Muslim civilians 
an endcmic trait of the occupational authorities (an issue repeatedly 
by Ottoman observers in lscanbul).105 Yet Muslims in Eastern 
were gencrally not subject to violenr campaigns of mass removal 
ination (like those seen in ehe region ofYalova or İzmit in 1910 
1911).106 
·cl't'hcless, Grcck authorities did undcrtake efforts eo resetcle the 
widı Grcck Orthodox Christians and "loyal" Muslims. According 
'tish repom, Athcns began ro set in motion plans to sertle displaced 
Greeks from the Black Sca coast in Eastcrn Thrace as carly as 
..., This was also the case for Wesrcrn Thrace, which witnessed con-
anacks upon Muslims in order to make room far ehe arrival of 
migrants.108 in an interesting turn, Greek occupation authorities 
also considcrcd scctling dissidcnt Ottoman Muslims (particularly 
North Caucasian descent) in both Western and Eastcrn Thracc in 
hopesofcreatinga "Cossack-like" bufferbetween "Turkish" Anatolia 
"Greek" Thrace. 107 What remains unclear is ehe degree to which 
man Greeks displaced between 1913 and 1916 were allowed to orwerc 
pable of returning co their homes during eh is period. 
Eastern Thrace's "liberation" from Greek rule occurred without 
great surge in violence and destruction that marked Mustafa 
eviction of Greek troops from Anatolia.110 Diplomatic wrangling 
Aehens, Ankara, and London, as opposed co a clash of arms, markcd 
transfer of sovereignty to the nascent Turkish state in October 1911, 
The departure of Greek troops consequently led to the nearly comp,, 
disappearance of Eascern Thrace's Greek Orthodox population. Lit; 
tens of thousands of Ottoman Greeks, as well as ehousands of Mi .. 
who had sided with the Greek occupation, fled across the Maritsa Riı 
in anticipation of ehe arrival of Kemalist forces. m By 19ı.5 the R' 
of native Christians living in Eastern Thrace ( induding Bulgarians 
Armenians) numbered in ehe hundreds.113 Tensions on the new G~ 
T urkish border persisted aft er the signing of ehe Treaty of Lausanne. 
ish repom from as lace as 19ı.s suggest that Turkish paramilicary 
remained active on both sides of Thrace's frontier. 114 
Wieh ehe mass deparcure of Chriscians from Eastern Thracc at 
close of hostilities in the fail of ı9ı.ı., Ankara turned its attent:ion.to 
issue ehat had lingered since ehe end of ehe Balkan Wars: ehe setti 
and ineegraeion of Balkan refugees. in December 19ı.ı. ehe new Tı '· 
Ministry of Healeh instructed local governors to inform Ankara as 
the number of Albanians and Bosnians residing in eheir districts in 
hopes of redistributing ehem to areas vacaeed by departing Christi 
Officials in Eastern Thrace, as well as in Ankara, particularly singlcd 
ehe province of Edirne asa region troubled by Albanians, Bosnians, 
oeher "destructivc" migrants. Albanians in Kırkkilesi, for examplc, 
garnered a reputation for highway robbery and eheft. Neverehdcss, 
decision to try to remove and resectle ehese migrants also admittcdly 
fected Albanians who had long seetled in Eastern Thrace as law-ab' 
citizens and workers. 11s At present it is unclear to what degree 
19ı.ı. plan to resettle Albanians and Bosnian from Edirne was ever 
accomplished. 
Any hope for an indcpendent Wescern Thrace endc:d wieh thc Tı 
of Lausanne in 19ı.3. Despite having officially advocated fora plcb' 
in the region (seemingly in ehe hopes of acquiring ehe territorics 
-- _ ..... . . ...... ... -··· ·r - _,, , 
and Gümükine), Mustafa Kemal publicly backed away from 
·ngTurkish sovereignty in late 19u. Even if Ankara did succeed in 
· control over Western Thrace, he reasoned ehat Turkey would be 
pcrpetual state of strategic imbalance and weakness. in leaving ehe 
'İnce to Grccce, he asserted, Aehens and Sofia would be left co fight 
themselves. 116 Nevcreheless, per ehe stipulacions of ehe Lausanne 
, Athcns was compelled officially to recognize Muslims residing in 
lhrace (ehereby protccting ehem from being transferred co Tur-
duringthe population exchange of 19ı.3 and 19ı.4). 117 
CONCLUSION: THE MAKING OF "TURKISH THRACE" 
c becamc a Turkish provincial capital on October ı.9, ı9ı.3. Wieh 
rum in ehe city's history Eastern Thrace was permanently tied eo the 
'l'C of Anatolia and ehe Turkish Republic at large. No stare since ehe 
ıry of Lausanne has ehreacened Eastern Thrace or sought to wrest ir 
Turkish hands. Political affairs on the opposite side of ehe Maritsa 
, unfurtunately, remained unsrable over ehe next several decades. 
Thracc would change hands twice more by ehe end of World 
il. Violcnce continued to mar civil relations in ehe region after 194S 
thc outbreak of ehe Greek Civil War. A similar but arguably more 
pattem of intercommunal violence and state oppression man-
itsdf futher c:ast in Aegean Macedonia in ehe decades after ehe 
ofLausanne.118 in securingEastern Thrace from the ehreac ofinva· 
and İntemal rebellion, ehe end of ehe Turkish War oflndependence 
a definirive victory for CUP wartime planners. Perhaps ehe only 
ish dıat marks the Turkish Republic's retention of Edirne and ehe 
ıciadon of any territorial claims to Wescern Thrace is ehe ongoing 
ıtc ovcr Muslim civil rights in ehe old Ottoman towns of Gümükine 
Dcdcağııç. Although no one in T urkey today would question Mus-
Kcmals wisdom in abandoning ehe "sacred duty" that bound Turks 
mcm Thrace (as Cemal referred to it), Aehens's failure to uphold its 
mponsibilities to ehe region, as stipulated by ehe Treaty of Lausanne, 
ıues to rcmain at issue. 117 
lhc rclative easc: with which Ankara was able co integrare Eastern 
c into ehe Republic of Turkey is a direct result of ehe CUP's war-
policics. While warfare involving ehe armies of ehe Ottoman Em-
Bulgaria, and Greece did result in shifts in population and ehe 
rcmapping oflhrace, it is clear ehat lstanbul's efforts to redistrib-
cxpcl, and liquidare elements of ehe province's population created 
the policical, economic, and social homogeneicy that thc CUP 
sought. Even while under direct administration from Athcns, Grc:ckı 
cupational authorities cvidendy were unable or unwilling compl 
reverse the demographic transformation that Edirne experienccd 
the Grcat War. lronically, despite attempts to cow the region's 
population and resertle parts of the province with displaced 
the hysteria that accompanied thc withdrawal of Grcek forccs in 
helped to complete the CUP's dcportation policies. lhe capridoas 
parture of Greeks from Eascern Thrace, and their rescttlement en 
in Macedonia and Western Thrace, provided both Ankara and 
with a foretastc of ehe transfer of populations that would occur aicr 
signing of the peace treacy at Lausanne. 120 
it should be kepe in mind that Eastern Thrace's social and eco: 
integration into the workings and norms of the Turkish Repul>lic 
not end in 1923. In addition to the imposition of ehe Kemalist 
of the interwar pcriod, Ankara continued to sculpt and rccnginccr 
demographic nature of the province of Edirne. Perhaps thc most 
and dramatic case of posrwar republican demographic politics in 
Thrace was the mass expulsion ofJews from the arca in 1934.111 l!: 
and trends following afier \Vorld War il have continucd to test 
CUP's original vision for the region. Arguably, the cultural and pob 
nature of Eastern lhracc remains in a state of flux with thc arrival 
passage of new migrants and sectlers from Bulgaria and the in 
warm relations betwccn Turkey and irs Balkan neighbors to thc wca.' 
Neverrheless, rhe most fundamental goal of rhe Young Turk regimc 
undoubtedly been achieved; no one, save the most radical, would 
against Edirnc's integral place within rhe modern srare that camc tO 
ceed rhe CUP's beloved empire. 
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Cali to the Rescue 
World War 1 through ehe Eyes ofWomen 
Serpil Atamaz 
eşpecially those before the twenry-first century, tend co be srudied 
from thc maJe pcrspcctivc, as if they involve and concern only 
ı, bccausc they were usually the ones who fought as combatants on the 
ididd. developed military stratcgies as cornmanders, and rnade the 
iıqportant decisions regarding the war as politicians. World War 1 is 
cıception. Even though it "was the fırst European war of the modern 
to demand the full participation of both combatants and noncom-
,cs" and created a "continuum between home front and front line," 
· g the boundarics separating war from homc, 1 it has been analyzed 
a malc-only cndeavor, with women only mentioned in passing in most 
.
2 Studies on the Octoman Empire during World War 1 suffer even 
from 1thc sarne problem than those on Europe. lhat is why this 
er examines World War 1 from the perspective of womcn. 
Through an analysis of ehe hitherto-ignored writings of Ottoman 
ıcn in the ea~ly twentieth cenrury and of secondary sources on the 
ıman 'Empirc during wartime, 1 firsc explore women's involvement 
Worfd War I through voluntary work or as pare of the governmenc's 
ıp< at mobilizing thc sociery for the salvation of the nation. 1 explain 
's role in the war through their participation in specific iniciacives 
as dıc nursing prograrns opcned by Hilal-i Ahmer Cemiyeti (Red 
ıtSocicry) and Kadın Amele Taburları (Women Workers' Battal-
l!W1) as well as activities of individual women who participated in 
war cffort in differcnt capacities. 1 also anaJyze the impacc of the war 
women, focusing on issues such as women's ernployment, education, 
and organizations and considering both the opporcunities and 
problems that thc war created for women. Finally, I study women's 
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